Sample Four-Year Plan for the Bachelor of Arts in Chicano and Latino Studies, Teacher Preparation Track, Multiple Subjects Program

FRESHMAN YEAR 30-32 Units

**Fall Semester 14 – 15 Units**
- CALS 165A (GE A3/C3: 4 Units)  
  or CALS 219 (GE D1: 3 Units)*
- Eng 101 (GE A1: 4 Units)*
- Astro (GE B1: 4 Units)*
- Hist 201 (GE D2: 3 Units)*

**Spring Semester 16 Units**
- CALS 165B (GE A3/C3: 4 Units)  
  or CALS 220 (GE C3: 4 Units)*
- Bio with lab (GE B2: 4 Units)*
- Math 165 (GE B4: 4 Units)*
- Anthro (GE D5: 4 Units)*

* Suggested classes to fulfill General Education requirements

SOPHOMORE YEAR 31-32 Units

**Fall Semester 16 Units**
- CALS 374 (GE C2: 4 Units)*
- Geol (GE B3: 4 Units)*
- Math 103 (GE B4: 3 Units)*
- Span 300H (GE C3: 4 Units)*
- MEChA (1 Unit)

**Spring Semester 15 – 16 Units**
- CALS 393 (GE C1: 4 Units)*
- HIST 241-2 (GE D3: 3 Units)*
- POLS (GE D4: 3-4 Units)*
- Elective (4 Units)
- MEChA (1 Unit)

JUNIOR YEAR 30 Units

**Fall Semester 15 Units**
- CALS 350 (4 Units)
- CALS 403 (GE E: 4 Units)*
- SPAN (GE C3: 4 Units)*
- Math 300A (3 Units)

**Spring Semester 15 Units**
- CALS 458 (4 Units)
- CALS 480 (4 Units)
- EDMS 419 (3 Units)
- CALS 456 (4 Units)
*AMCS 480 can replace CALS 458

SENIOR YEAR 31 Units

**Fall Semester 15 Units**
- CALS 442 (4 Units)
- CALS 405 (4 Units)
- EDUC 417 (3 Units)
- Elective (4 Units)

**Spring Semester 16 Units**
- CALS 445 (4 Units)
- CALS 456 (4 Units)
- KIN 400 (3 Units)
- Elective (4 Units)

Total Units: 122 – 123

General Education Requirement Checklist

A2 ____ B1 ____ C1 ____ D1 ____ E. _____  
A3 ____ B2 ____ C2 ____ D2 ____ Lab ____  
B3 ____ C3 ____ D3 ____ Wept ____  
B4 ____ D4 ____ EthStds ____  
D5 ____

This is a hypothetical four-year plan; it is meant as a guide, most students will diverge from it. This advising sheet corresponds to available offerings as of Fall 2017. Speak to your advisor for clarification and assistance.
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